DCTA MOD INITIATIVES UPDATE

- On Ramp Proposal
- Regional Job Access for Denton Neighborhoods
- Collin County Transit Programs
- Shared Mobility Action Plan
ON-RAMP PROPOSAL

Shared Use Mobility Center – Technical Assistance for Business Plan

Project Description

- Data and Financial Clearinghouse
- Neutral Third Party ‘Exchange’ to Settle Transactions Between Many Systems, Vendors, and Regional Solutions
- Ultimate MOD goal – travel anywhere and interface with any app that is part of the exchange

15+ Letters of Support (including NCTCOG, Vendors, Cities)
Connections to Alliance / Job Centers

Expanded North Texas Xpress Route

Lyft Service in Southeast Denton

eBike ‘zone’ to assist with first / last mile connections
COLLIN COUNTY TRANSIT PROGRAMS

City of Frisco

Taxi Voucher Program / McKinney UTD

Low-Income Taxi Program

Autonomous Vehicles

Lyft Programs in Development
Texas A&M Transportation Institute
March-July 2018

Current Service and Existing Conditions

Industry Trends and Recommended Strategies

Conceptual Service Scenarios

One of the First Suburban Shared Mobility Plans in the Country